Abstract. In this paper we study whether the magnetic field of the T96 empirical model can be in force balance with an isotropic plasma pressure distribution. Using the field of T96, we obtain values for the pressure P by solving a Poisson-type equation
Introduction
The goal of this work is to evaluate the T96 empirical model on physical grounds in the closed-field region of the inner and middle magnetosphere, by analyzing its limitations and applicability to tasks in which a force balance between field and plasma pressure forces is essential.
Several empirical data-based models have been developed [Olson and Pfitzer , 1974; Mead and Fairfield, 1975; Alexeev et al., 1996; Ostapenko and Maltsev, 1997; Tsyganenko, 1987 Tsyganenko, , 1989 Tsyganenko, , 1995 Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996] . These models are calibrated against field databases obtained from different observations and at different times, and thus the model B represents a large-scale time-average picture of the magnetospheric field. Common uses of empirical models include mapping along the field lines, useful for interpreting spacecraft data, and calculating the trajectory of particles in the B field, essential in space weather modeling.
However, for many other purposes, it is useful to also have information about the plasma, in addition to the magnetic field. A quantity that contains significant information about the plasma is the pressure, a key parameter that determines both transverse and field-aligned magnetospheric currents. The region 1 and region 2 field-aligned (Birkeland) currents in particular are crucial in regulating the magnetosphereionosphere (M-I) coupling. Even though they were discovered a while ago [Iijima and Potemra, 1976] , the mechanisms responsible for their formation are still being debated, however it has become quite clear that pressure gradients play a crucial role [e.g., Cheng, 1995; Antonova and Ganyushkina, 1996] . Besides their role in M-I coupling, the Birkeland currents also affect the magnetospheric field. It has been demonstrated [e.g., Donovan, 1993] that the inclusion of J effects is essential for mapping along B, as the field line topology is essentially affected in their presence [Ding et al., 1994] .
Because a significant body of magnetospheric phenomena depend on pressure profiles, the need for a clear picture of the pressure distribution is then obvious. Unfortunately, the pressure P is not well known through much of the magnetosphere, most insitu observations being either in the ionosphere or in the plasma sheet, and consequently other means are needed to obtain it. A method employed by [Wing 1 ZAHARIA & CHENG: PLASMA PRESSURE 2 and Newell , 1998 ] consists in mapping the ionospheric P into the magnetosphere along the field lines of an empirical model. This method fits in the common practice of mapping along an empirical field, from auroral structures [Elphinstone et al., 1991; Pulkkinen et al., 1995; Ober et al., 2000] to electric potentials [e.g., Boonsiriseth et al., 2001 ] to field-aligned currents [e.g., Lu et al., 1997] . However, it needs to be recognized that using a non self-consistent state obtained from such a mapping as starting point for physical calculations such as the computation of Birkeland currents [e.g., Wing and Newell , 2000] is physically unsound and can even lead to spurious results, as will be shown later.
Another way of obtaining the pressure is computing a P profile that would be in force balance with the magnetic stresses of an empirical field model. Before taking up such an analysis, it is natural to ask "under what conditions is the assumption of magnetospheric force balance valid ?" Force balance is thought to be valid in the so-called "quasi-equilibrium" magnetospheric states, which are believed to exist at most times, except for periods of explosive activity [e.g., Tsyganenko, 1990] . Furthermore, if the time scale of global B changes is not too short, one can describe the evolution of the magnetosphere as a series of still "snapshots", each of them being a unique quasi-equilibrium state. For example, studies [e.g., Kropotkin and Lui , 1995] indicate that the substorm growth phase can be described by such a sequence of quasi-equilibria.
In a quasi-equilibrium magnetospheric state, the magnetic forces should be balanced by one or a combination of: (a) a pressure gradient force, (b) a time variation of the plasma flow momentum, and/or (c) a gradient of the plasma flow kinetic energy. Of these possibilities, (b) can be excluded when analyzing an empirical model configuration, since as mentioned such a model represents an average field, in which small time-scale variations are smoothed out; (c) also is ruled out for a "quasi-static" equilibrium, in which there are no significant flows. The quasi-static condition is expected to hold best in a large region of the inner and middle magnetosphere, generally on closed field lines where only sub-Alfvenic flows exist [Wolf , 1983] .
With the assumption of quasi-static equilibrium, the question is now whether the pressure is isotropic or anisotropic. We note that in-situ observations [e.g., Stiles et al., 1978; Nakamura et al., 1991] show that during quiet times the plasma sheet is almost isotropic. Furthermore, observations of ionospheric particle fluxes [Sergeev and Malkov, 1988] revealed the existence of a sharp boundary, called the isotropy boundary, separating the pole-ward zone of isotropic precipitation from the equator-ward zone of smaller precipitating flux. Regions pole-ward of the isotropy boundary roughly map to the plasma sheet, and the isotropy is believed to be due to current-sheet scattering [Sergeev et al., 1993] because of large ion gyroradius and small field curvature in the tail. The observed isotropy is theoretically expected, as an anisotropic plasma would be highly unstable due to either of the fire hose or mirror large-scale MHD instabilities. For anisotropy values exceeding certain thresholds, these instabilities would quickly relax the plasma to an isotropic state [Nötzel et al., 1985] . The existence of these two "macro"-instabilities places very tight constraints on the possible degree of anisotropy [Walker and Southwood, 1982; Voigt , 1986; Hill and Voigt, 1992] , with Hill and Voigt [1992] concluding that the maximum degree of anisotropy supportable in the plasma sheet is given by P ⊥ /P in the range 1 ± δ 2 , with δ ≈ 0.1. Besides the two macroinstabilities, there are additional isotropization mechanisms, such as the ion cyclotron instability, isotropizing the plasma via pitch-angle scattering, and the stochasticity of particle orbits in thin current sheets.
The above discussion points to the fact that it is realistic to look for an isotropic P in equilibrium with the field of an empirical model. While there is, to our knowledge, no study of P in force balance with the empirical model of Tsyganenko [1995] and Tsyganenko and Stern [1996] (from here on T96), such a task has been attempted for earlier models of Tsyganenko [1987] and Tsyganenko [1989] (from here on T87 and T89, respectively). The studies by Spence et al. [1987] , Kan et al. [1992] and Lui et al. [1994] obtained isotropic or anisotropic pressure profiles in force equilibrium with magnetic stresses along the midnight meridian line in the equatorial plane. Extending the domain of calculation, Horton et al. [1993] obtained 2-D isotropic P from T87 and T89 on the equatorial and noon-midnight meridional planes. They also computed an anisotropic profile in 2-D force balance with an analytical approximation of the empirical B. A similar but more complete analysis in 2-D also, without resorting to the approximations of Horton et al. [1993] , was performed by Cao and Lee [1994] for T87 and T89 on the same two planes. While they found T87 to be "almost isotropic", the signif-icant anisotropy found in the T89 case is likely an artifact due to the fact that T89 is over-stretched in the tail region [e.g. Peredo et al., 1993; Rostoker and Skone, 1993] . This being said, we note that very close to Earth significant anisotropy might indeed exist, as observations [Lui and Hamilton, 1992] indicate. However, P is less important in regions with low plasma β = 2P/B 2 , because in such regions P does not alter the magnetic configuration much [e.g., Cheng, 1992] . This is certainly the case for example at 4.5 R E , where Cao and Lee [1994] find a rather large anisotropy (P ⊥ /P p arallel = 0.3), but where plasma β is very low, as observations show [e.g., Lui and Hamilton, 1992] .
Our study of the T96 model is motivated by many factors. First, as opposed to earlier models, which were parameterized by the K p index and had no fieldaligned currents, the inclusion of those currents and the parameterization of T96 on solar wind conditions should result in a more accurate rendition of the global magnetospheric picture. Secondly, the studies of Cao and Lee [1994] and Horton et al. [1993] investigate a limited domain. The former is limited to 15 R E , thus not including the important high-β plasma sheet region down the tail. On the other hand, Horton et al. [1993] only consider distances farther than 10 R E , thereby missing the crucial transitional region between 6.6 R E and 10R E , where the B field transforms from a dipole-like to an extended tail-like configuration and plasma β starts to be significant. Third, none of the two studies look at the day-side magnetosphere, where nevertheless observations exist [Lui and Hamilton, 1992] . Finally, earlier 2-D investigations [Horton et al., 1993] presented P distributions obtained by 2-D quadratures of J × B, which is not a well-posed problem. Our more rigorous approach consists in de-composing J × B into a curl-free part and a divergence-free part, followed by computation of P from a Poisson equation.
We work in a flux coordinate system [e.g., Cheng, 1992 Cheng, , 1995 , in which the empirical B is expressed in terms of Euler potentials [e.g., Stern, 1994a] . This magnetic field representation, described in Section 2, provides clear physical meaning to formulas expressing various magnetospheric quantities. In Section 3 we present our methods for obtaining P : both a direct integration of J × B from the empirical model in 1-D on the Sun-Earth line and a 2-D solution of
in the equatorial plane. In Section 4 we briefly describe our numerical method and how the computational domain is defined. The results for P and their discussion are given in Section 5. In Section 6, we show that the Birkeland currents as computed by using Vasyliunas relation [Vasyliunas, 1970 , 1984 and the T96 field can be unrealistic. Section 7 describes a possible solution to the force balance problem in empirical models, and a summary and conclusions are given in Section 8.
The main result of our study is that the T96 empirical model is not in force balance in 3-D with any isotropic pressure distribution. A possible reason for this, despite the ability of the model to describe relatively well the magnetospheric B, lies in the method by which the model is built, which is by fitting the field from a framework of postulated currents to observed B data. This approach, while providing B that correlates well with observations, could yield less than satisfactory values for key physical quantities computed from the model by differentiation of the field Stern [1994a] .
Physical Quantities in a Magnetospheric Flux Coordinate System
The equation of motion for plasma in a single-fluid approach, with isotropic P and over time scales long enough such that the quasi-neutrality condition is satisfied is, in rationalized EMU units,
A quasi-static equilibrium exists (left-hand side of Eq. 1 negligible) if: (a) there is no time-dependence on the time scale of interest (∂/∂t ≈ 0), and (b), the convective term (v · ∇)v is negligible. In such a case, the equations describing our system are:
Euler potential representation of B; flux coordinate system
From Eq. 4 B can be expressed as [Stern, 1976] or certain force-free fields [e.g., Stern, 1994b] . In the magnetospheric case however, the complexity of B precludes a simple analytical expression for ψ and α.
One approach then is computing ψ and α numerically, and encouraging work has been reported [e.g., Cheng, 1995; Peymirat and Fontaine, 1999] . Our method, also used in [Cheng, 1995] , relies on the close connection in the magnetospheric case between the Euler potential representation and the socalled "straight field line" coordinate system (see [e.g., D'haeseleer et al., 1991] and references therein). It also provides unambiguous values for ψ and α due to physical constraints. Since our particular representation is not very common in the space physics community, it is worthwhile to briefly discuss how our flux coordinate system is built. By definition, flux coordinates are curvilinear coordinates in which the equation of a magnetic field line takes the form of a straight line [D'haeseleer et al., 1991] . For this reason these coordinates are also called straight-B or straight-field coordinates.
In the magnetosphere, the magnetic field lines form a set of "nested" surfaces (L-shells), each surface being defined by field lines with footpoints at the same magnetic latitude on the Earth's surface. Let these surfaces, called magnetic (or flux) surfaces, be "labeled" by a function ρ, with its value constant on a surface. Let also the poloidal and toroidal (azimuthal) angles θ and φ, respectively, specify a point on the surface. We have to mention that the "nestedness" constraint is satisfied in the absence of singular structures such as X-lines, and in the magnetospheric case it will be valid if reconnection regions are not included.
Since 
. Such a transformation is not unique, and one possibility is χ = θ and ζ = φ − 2πν/Ψ pol , withν a function periodic in φ and θ, andΨ pol the derivative with respect to ρ of the poloidal flux contained within the surface ρ,
With the described transformation, B is given by [D'haeseleer et al., 1991] :
a straight-line in (χ, ζ). In the above equationΨ tor is the derivative with respect to ρ of the toroidal flux contained within the surface ρ:
and J is the Jacobian of the (ρ, φ, θ) system: J = [(∇ρ × ∇φ) · ∇θ] −1 . In the magnetospheric case Eq.
(6) further simplifies, due to the fact thatΨ tor = 0. This is so because the total toroidal flux within a flux surface Ψ tor = 1/(2π) d 3 xB · ∇φ = 0, due to the fact that there is no net poloidal current into the system (the field-aligned currents cancel on average) [Cheng, 1995] . Therefore, Eq. (6) for the magnetospheric field becomes B = ∇ρ × ∇(Ψ pol ζ/ 2π). SinceΨ pol is a function of ρ only, and because ρ can be any function of the flux surface, with the choice ψ ≡ ρ ≡ Ψ pol /(2π) and α ≡ ζ one finally has B = ∇ψ × ∇α.
We have thus obtained B in the Euler-potential form (Eq. 5), with clear physical significance for the functions ψ and α: ψ labels a flux surface and its value is related to the poloidal flux within that flux surface, while α is the equivalent of the azimuthal angle. Fig. 1 shows several constant flux surfaces in the noon-midnight meridian and equatorial planes, as well as constant α lines in the equatorial plane of a quiet-time T96 configuration. The functions ψ and α, together with a third coordinate χ represent a straight-B system: B has no component in the ∇ψ or ∇ζ directions, and is thus a straight line parallel to ∇χ in the (ψ, α, χ) flux coordinate system. We note that this coordinate system is not orthogonal in general: ∇ψ · ∇χ = 0, ∇ψ · ∇α = 0, and ∇α · ∇χ = 0 [e.g., Cheng, 1995] . Obviously, in an axisymmetric case B · ∇φ = 0, so no transformation of the azimuthal angle φ would be necessary: α = φ.
In the general case, we note that knowing ψ and α still leaves one degree of freedom, i.e. the choice of χ, which determines the position on the field line. This choice is actually equivalent to choosing a specific form for the Jacobian of the (ψ, α, χ) system, Cheng, 1992 Cheng, , 1995 .
It also has certain practical significance -for numerical calculations the choice of χ determines the spacing of grid points in the discrete computational mesh. In this paper we will make the "equal arc length" choice [Cheng, 1995] , such that equal dχ correspond to equal ds variations, ds being the infinitesimal distance along a field line.
Field-aligned currents
Attempts have been made in the past [Ding et al., 1994 ] to obtain the Birkeland currents directly (by J = b · (∇ × B), with b = B/B) from T87 or T89. Those earlier models do not have explicit fieldaligned currents built-in (unlike T96), but it appeared that because the models were built by least square fitting against large field databases, one would still find a "residual" presence of these currents, due to their existence in the actual data. However, [Ding et al., 1994] concluded that T87 and T89 do not have any such "residual" currents. They explained this apparent paradox by the fact that the magnetic field due to these currents was likely to be lost in the statistical averaging process, as they tend to flow in thin current sheets that are highly variable in both space and time [Donovan, 1993] .
In a quasi-equilibrium state with isotropic P , J can be obtained from the charge neutrality condition ∇ · J = 0 by the well-known Vasyliunas relation [Vasyliunas, 1970 [Vasyliunas, , 1984 :
where κ = (b · ∇) b is the magnetic field curvature. Thus, in a force-balanced state with known P , J can be obtained by an integration along the line. The computation of J using Eq. 7 was performed for example by Cheng [1995] , using analytical P profiles and a computed 3-D equilibrium field. The reverse problem has also been considered by Antonova and Ganyushkina [1996] , who computed ∇P on top of the ionosphere from J and using empirical model fields.
We now express Eq. 7 in our (ψ, α, χ) system. First, from J×B = ∇P one has B·∇P = 0, and so P is constant along the field line, P = P (ψ, α). Therefore ∇P = (∂P /∂α)∇α + (∂P /∂ψ)∇ψ, and the first equality in Eq. 7 becomes
The equation above, however with only the first term on the right hand side (due to assuming P = P (ψ) only), was used by Cheng [1995] . The second term can indeed be neglected if one restricts the domain close to Earth, however past 10 R E both terms are relevant and should be included.
Each term in Eq. 8 has its own physical significance. The first term is non-zero only if the magnetic field line is not a geodesic (a curve of shortest path between two points) on the flux surface. The curvature κ of a geodesic line is parallel to the normal to the surface [e.g., Weinstock, 1974] , i.e. to ∇ψ, therefore if the field line is a geodesic then ∇ψ × κ = 0 and the first term on the RHS of Eq. 8 is zero. If the line is not a geodesic however, there is a component of κ in the direction B × ∇ψ, called geodesic curvature, which makes the first term in Eq. 8 non-zero. In the T96 model, one can intuitively picture that due to the built-in field-aligned currents, a field line will depart from a geodesic curve. This is why we expect the first term in Eq. 8 to be significant if T96 is considered vs. when a model without Birkeland currents is used. The second term in Eq. 8, as opposed to the first term, is finite even with no geodesic curvature, as long as ∂P/∂α is finite. We expect the regions close to the equatorial plane in the magnetotail to provide the largest contribution to this term, because κ is largest there, due to the stretching of the field. In the special case of axisymmetry, both terms on the RHS of Eq. 8 are zero: the first term because the κ is in the radial ∇ψ direction in that case, and the second one because ∂P/∂α ≡ ∂P/∂φ = 0.
Guiding center motion; implications for the pressure distribution
In the 3-D magnetospheric case we will show that generally P depends on both α and ψ. Let us consider the bounce-averaged drift of the particle guiding center [e.g., Northrop, 1963] . We express the component of this drift in the ∇ψ direction, i.e. across flux surfaces: v gc · ∇ψ = (m/q)∂J 2 /∂α, where the angle brackets denote averaging over a bounce period: v gc · ∇ψ = (v gc · ∇ψ)ds/v , and J 2 = v ds is the second adiabatic invariant, characterizing the bounce motion of the particle between the northern and southern mirroring points.
The invariant J 2 is a function of field line: J 2 = J 2 (ψ, α) [Northrop, 1963] . Considering the E × B convection to be weak, i.e. neglecting the electric po-
where µ = mv 2 ⊥ /(2B) denotes the magnetic moment, while W is the total energy of the particle. With dψ/dt = v gc · ∇ψ we finally obtain
which shows the rate at which the guiding center drift motion crosses the flux surfaces. Eq. 9 shows that if ∂B/∂α = 0, the guiding center drift has no component across the flux surface. This means that in a thin shell (on the order of the ion gyro-radius) enveloping the magnetic flux surface the particle distribution would be constant as the particles ∇B -and curvature-drift around the Earth, i.e. P would only be a function of the flux surface: P = P (ψ) if ∂B/∂α = 0. Generally, the systems in which the drifts lie within the magnetic surfaces are called omnigenous systems [Hall and McNamara, 1975] .
The Earth's magnetosphere however does not satisfy the omnigenity constraint, as the condition ∂B/∂α = 0 is not satisfied. This is seen in Fig. 2 , where we plot an equatorial plane view of flux surfaces ψ as well as contours of constant |B|, as obtained from T96 with quiet-time parameters. It is apparent that while near Earth (where the field is almost dipolar) the equatorial |B| contours are almost circular and almost coincide with the ψ contours, at distances larger than 7 R E the constant |B| contours diverge greatly from the ψ contours in the magnetotail. We note here that the addition of E × B convection will strengthen our conclusion that the magnetospheric P has to depend on both ψ and α.
Obtaining Pressure in Force Balance With a Magnetic Field Structure
The magnetic force J × B can be written in a general form by using Helmholtz's decomposition theorem [e.g. Arfken, 1985] : In Eq. 10 P and G are scalar and vectorial functions of space, respectively. In the case of an exact equilibrium with isotropic pressure, one has ∇ × G = 0. Note that any magnetic configuration will allow the general decomposition in Eq. 10, as long as ∇·(J×B) and ∇ × (J × B) go to zero at infinity (here this will mean a boundary farther than the magnetopause). If a magnetic configuration is in equilibrium with isotropic pressure, then ∇ × G = 0, and therefore ∇×G represents in a general case the departure from equilibrium with isotropic P .
1-D pressure profile from an empirical field model
As mentioned, Horton et al. [1993] computed 2-D profiles of isotropic P for T87 and T89 by performing simple quadratures of ∂P/∂u and ∂P/∂v on the equatorial plane, where u and v represent two coordinates defining the plane. This method is however mathematically unsound, because P at a particular point depends on the path of integration, as we will show below.
In applying Eq. 10 on the equatorial plane of a north-south symmetric empirical model, the absence of exact force balance will dictate ∇ × G = 0 and therefore no function P can be found on the plane that satisfies J × B = ∇P . The implication of this can be seen if we assume J × B = ∇P , and consider its component in the directions of (B×∇ψ) and (B× ∇α), respectively:
as obtained by [e.g., Birn et al., 1977; Cheng, 1995] . The problem of finding P from Eqs. 11 and 12 is not well posed for fields that do not satisfy force balance, since the function P defined by Eqs. 11 and 12 is not analytic (regular)! More exactly,
Therefore, the equivalent of Eqs. 11 and 12 in any other coordinate system cannot be used to obtain 2-D P profiles from magnetic configurations without force balance. Trying to integrate Eqs. 11 and 12 starting from a point where P is chosen will give values dependent on the integration path! To see whether this is the case for the T96 model, we have used Eqs. 11 and 12 to compute P at point B in Fig. 3 .1 starting from the farthest point A, following two paths:
(1) the direct path, along constant midnight α, and (2), through A 1 and A 2 . The results obtained for P B , starting from P A = 0.036 nPa, are 4.24 nPa and 4.57 nPa for integration done along paths (1) and (2), respectively. This difference shows that there is no regular (analytic) P with ∇P = J × B, therefore using Eqs. 11 and 12 to obtain 2-D P profiles from empirical model fields is not a physically well-posed problem.
In an east-west symmetric model however, on the Sun-Earth line the problem is well-posed due to ∂P/∂α = 0 there. Therefore, J ×B can be integrated on that line due to the symmetry of the problem, however the resulting P cannot be extended to other local times.
There is another very important use for equations 11 and 12 however. They can be construed as coupled 2-D elliptic equations for α and ψ on constant ψ and α surfaces, respectively. By solving them numerically for example, a self-consistent magnetospheric picture could be obtained in 3-D if the P profile is prescribed on one plane. This approach, with P = P (ψ), has been used by Cheng [1995] to compute a 3-D magnetospheric equilibrium.
Rigorous way of obtaining P : Poisson equation
With the 2-D direct integration of ∇P = J × B seen to be an ill-posed problem, we concentrate on the rigorous solution for P (and G)) defined by the Helmholtz decomposition of J × B, Eq. 10.
The quantities P and G can be formally expressed as [e.g., Arfken, 1985] 
where the volume integrals have to be performed over the whole spatial domain with non-zero ∇ · (J × B) and ∇ × (J × B), respectively. Eq. 14 shows that ∇×(J×B) acts as a "source" for G, and that G could still be considerable at point r even if the ∇ ×(J ×B) is small locally. One also sees that in order to find ∇ × G one needs to know ∇ × (J × B) everywhere. One method for obtaining P is by directly computing it from Eq. 13. That however involves an integration over the whole region where the integrand is non-zero (i.e. the whole magnetosphere), and is not practical, as we would need to know ∇ ·(J×B) everywhere! A more tractable way of finding P is observing that
which is an elliptic Poisson-type equation, requiring appropriate boundary conditions for uniqueness of the solution. After solving Eq. 15 one can obtain ∇ × G from Eq. 10, and then a comparison between both ∇P and ∇ × G with J × B will indicate how far from an equilibrium with isotropic P the empirical field is. Eq. 15, was mentioned by Horton et al. [1993] in their study of the T87 and T89 models, but the authors did not present P solutions. In this paper we will investigate Eq. 15 on the equatorial plane, but while only considering isotropic P = P (ψ, α), we will take into account components due to the dependence on the third coordinate (along the field) in the operators ∇ and ∇ 2 . In our (ψ, α, χ) system, the LHS of Eq. 15 is:
where the superscripts denote the contravariant components of ∇P . Because P = P (ψ, α), ∂P/∂χ = 0 and one might be tempted to drop the last term in Eq. 16. However, that third term contains the contravariant component of ∇P , : (∇P ) χ = ∇P · ∇χ = (∂P/∂ψ)(∇ψ · ∇χ) + ∂P /∂α(∇α · ∇χ), whose derivative with respect to χ is non-zero, because ∂/∂χ(∇ψ · ∇χ) = 0 and ∂/∂χ∇α · ∇χ = 0. The third term in Eq. 16 -the equivalent of ∂ 2 P/∂Z 2 in a Cartesian system -is thus not zero, with its values actually found to be quite significant on the equatorial plane. Again we note a benefit of using the flux coordinate system, as the term is explicitly written in terms of ∂P/∂ψ and ∂P/∂α in this system, however in a Cartesian system further calculation would be needed to express ∂ 2 P/∂Z 2 in terms of ∂P/∂X and ∂P/∂Y , based on the constancy of P along the field line.
With regard to the boundary conditions for the Poisson equation, it is evident that they cannot be obtained from the empirical model itself, and additional assumptions are needed. One choice is Dirichlet conditions on the inner and outer flux surfaces, with values for P chosen on those surfaces as given by the so-called Spence-Kivelson empirical formula [Spence and Kivelson, 1993] . In the α coordinate, the boundary condition is periodic: P (α + 2π) = P (α).
Departure from equilibrium: ∇ × G
The main goal of our work is to investigate the T96 on physical grounds, searching for how close the model can be in force balance with an isotropic pressure distribution.
Several such tests have been performed [Walker and Southwood, 1982; Horton et al., 1993; Cao and Lee, 1994] for earlier models such as T87 and T89 . These studies mainly applied a "momentum balance test", investigating ∇ × (J × B), which should vanish if an exact quasi-static equilibrium with ∇P = J × B describes the system. The above parameter was examined in itself by Walker and Southwood [1982] , and its magnitude compared with ∇· (J ×B) or |J ×B| by Horton et al. [1993], Cao and Lee [1994] , respectively. A main conclusion reached by Cao and Lee [1994] by examining the parameter = R E |∇×(J×B)|/|J× B| was that T87 was "almost isotropic". In the case of an equilibrium with isotropic P however, one expects the field-aligned current as obtained from Vasyliunas relation (Eq. 7) to coincide with the actual current directly obtained from Ampere's law ∇×B = J. Such a test was performed by Ding et al. [1994] in the T87 case, however they obtained widely different results. By using Vasyliunas relation (in which they replaced ∇P by J ×B), they found much larger (by more than one order of magnitude) currents than the actual ones in T87 (which are very small as mentioned). This result is suspicious, and the question to be answered is: what gives rise to "field-aligned currents" using Vasyliunas relation where J = 0? The most likely possibility that might explain the contradiction in the results of Ding et al. [1994] is that the T87 model is not really "almost isotropic", but that somehow the magnitude of ∇ ×(J ×B) is not a good test for locally characterizing the isotropy.
Indeed, each of the past approaches suffers from one or more of the following problems: (1) the quantity ∇ · (J × B) can be very small, resulting in large values of the ratio |∇ × (J × B)|/|∇ · (J × B)| examined by Horton et al. [1993] ; (2) the parameter computed by Cao and Lee [1994] for T87 and T89 cannot be applied to T96, as it will experience large variations at the thin field-aligned current sheet boundaries, and (3) most importantly, ∇ × (J × B) is not the best indicator of departure from an equilibrium with isotropic P . Indeed, from Eq. 10 one finds ∇ × (J × B) = ∇ × (∇ × G). However, in order to quantify the departure from equilibrium with an isotropic pressure, it is not sufficient to know ∇ × (∇ × G), because it is necessary to compare ∇P and ∇ × G. Because ∇ × G = J × B − ∇P is the true measure of the departure from equilibrium, the degree of this departure in an empirical model cannot be characterized just by inspection of ∇ × (J × B).
Numerical Method and Computational Domain
From a computational point of view it is desirable that one be able to describe different regions of the magnetosphere with different spatial resolutions. For this purpose, we introduce two computational functions ρ c , ζ c , such that ψ = ψ(ρ c ), α = α(ζ c ), and therefore the B is expressed as B = (dψ/dρ c )(dα/dζ c )(∇ρ c × ∇ζ c ). Accuracy can be increased where that is needed (e.g. in regions of steep gradients), by a judicious choice of ρ c and ζ c . With χ c = χ, we have a "computational flux coordinate system," with the computational coordinates defined in the intervals 0 ≤ ρ c ≤ 1, 0 ≤ ζ c ≤ 2π, and 0 ≤ χ c ≤ π [Cheng, 1995] .
One subtle issue needs to be mentioned here. Unlike in T87 or T89, the field in T96 is not divergencefree by construction. In particular, the field due to the Birkeland currents is computed by separate best fit analytical approximations for each component B x , B y and B z , thus precluding an exact ∇ · B = 0 [Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996] . A significantly non-zero ∇ · B would be physically problematic and no Euler potential representation would be accurate, as the field defined by B = ∇ψ × ∇α intrinsically satisfies ∇ · B = 0. We have however computed ∇ · B on and in the vicinity of the equatorial plane using a very fine Cartesian grid and obtained values R E ∇ · B/B on the order of 10 −2 or less, thus verifying the claim by Tsyganenko and Stern [1996] that an approximate ∇ · B ≈ 0 should still hold with sufficient accuracy. Therefore, B = ∇ψ × ∇α is an accurate representation of the T96 field.
Since the field at the Earth's surface can be assumed to be overwhelmingly due to internal Earth sources [Tsyganenko, 1990] and only taking into account the dipole expansion, from the dipole axisymmetry we have α ≡ φ on the Earth's surface as seen before. The value of ψ on the Earth's surface on the other hand is simply related to the poloidal flux of a dipole field [e.g., Cheng, 1995] : ψ = −B D R E 2 sin 2 θ, where B D and R E are the equatorial dipole field on the Earth's surface and the Earth radius, respectively, while θ represents the colatitude.
For simplicity, we will only consider the case of zero tilt of the geodipole axis. For a certain set of parameters in T96 we trace various field lines starting from the Earth's surface, taking advantage of the known values for ψ and α there. The footpoints of the traced field lines cover the Earth surface in a chosen latitude interval, with footpoint density that can be varied by a judicious choice of ρ c (ψ). For each latitude (i.e., each ψ) we trace field lines with footpoints on Earth in the whole 360
• longitude range. Very good resolution in the step size is needed for the tracing [Peymirat and Fontaine, 1999] , because a small difference in the latitudes of the footpoints of two different field lines on the night side can translate into a difference of a few R E on the equatorial plane. To this end, our tracing was performed using an adaptive Runge-Kutta technique, with an average step size of 200 km.
By applying the described tracing method we obtained a grid of 201 × 201 (ψ, α) values. On each traced line, we retained 21 equally-spaced points within 2 R E from the equatorial plane, to have an accurate calculation of partial derivatives ∂/∂χ. The obtained grid is thus characterized by an average spatial separation of 0.15 R E in the radial direction, 0.5 R E in the azimuthal direction and 0.1 R E along the field line. The largest latitude (thus largest ψ) was chosen such that the domain did not extend past 35 R E in the night side, because very few points are available there in the database used in T96 [Tsyganenko, 1995] . At the other end, we have chosen 3.5 R E to be the inner domain boundary at midnight, as certain boundary conditions for P later discussed are not valid closer than that.
Finally we need to underscore yet another advantage of the Euler potential approach to representing the T96 field: the fitting of the model field to the data was done [Tsyganenko, 1995] by considering least squares for the differences of unit direction vectors b = B/B, rather than the full vectors B, thus making T96 a better choice for mapping compared to previous models. Therefore, a depiction of T96 by using field-tracing techniques seems only natural.
Results for Pressure From Quiet-time T96

Pressure obtained by direct 1-D integration on the Sun-Earth line
As mentioned, the problem of integrating ∇P = J × B with an empirical model field only makes sense on the Sun-Earth line, as at other azimuths P is not a regular (analytic) function. In this subsection we present results for P (denoted by P 1 from here on) obtained by integrating Eq. 12 for ∂P/∂ψ on the Sun-Earth axis. The present study, the first to our knowledge for T96, is similar to previous work investigating 1-D force balance with isotropic pressure in earlier empirical models [e.g., Spence et al., 1987; Kan et al., 1992] . We have done the calculation for a quiet-time state, with T96 described by DST = 0, P dyn = 0.55 nPa, B yIM F = 0 and B zIM F = 10 nT, typical for a quiet time. With these parameters, the outer limit at 36 R E corresponds to a latitude of 73.9
• at midnight, while the inner boundary at 3.5 R E corresponds to a midnight latitude of 57.7
• .
Eq. 12 only determines P 1 up to a constant, which was chosen by letting the value of P 1 at 36 R E at midnight to be the value from the Spence-Kivelson empirical formula [Spence and Kivelson, 1993] . The farthest point was chosen as reference point because P 1 is smallest there and so even if there was an error in the value chosen there, it will translate into a much smaller relative error for P 1 closer to Earth. [Lui and Hamilton, 1992] (dashed lines); DMSP data mapped by Wing and Newell [1998] (squares); GEOTAIL plasma sheet pressure [Hori et al., 2000] (circles); and finally, the Spence-Kivelson empirical profile [Spence and Kivelson, 1993] (dash-dotted line).
In Fig. 4 , we plot the obtained P 1 profiles on the Sun-Earth line together with several observations, as well as the Spence-Kivelson formula, i.e. P (nPa) = 89e −0.59|X| + 8.9|X| −1.53 . Most observations only provide the proton pressure, however this should not present a problem, as the contribution of other ions is negligible in quiet times [e.g., Lui and Hamilton, 1992] , while the electron pressure is also much smaller (about 1/7 th of the proton pressure ). For the innermost part of the nightside magnetosphere, the comparison is made with data obtained by AMPTE/CCE [Lui and Hamilton, 1992] . Since Lui and Hamilton [1992] compute both P ⊥ and P from the particle distribution function, for the purpose of this comparison we plot their average pressure, defined as P = (2P ⊥ + P )/3. It can be seen that from 3.5 R E to about geosynchronous orbit (6.6 R E ), our computed P 1 tends to be lower than the average observed value. This fact might be explained by the argument of Lui and Hamilton [1992] that if significant anisotropy exists but the pressure is nevertheless computed from force equilibria with the isotropic assumption, the obtained values can underestimate the real pressure by as much as a factor of 3.
For comparison at larger distances, we plot GEO-TAIL plasma sheet pressure data [Hori et al., 2000] , as well as ionospheric data from DMSP mapped, us-ing T89, by Wing and Newell [1998] . The GEO-TAIL data is averaged in the domain |Y | < 2 R E , while the mapped profile from DMSP is averaged over −10 R E < Y < 10 R E . We observe that our computed P 1 is quite consistent with the GEOTAIL observations, which suggests, within the assumption of equilibrium, that T96 could be in 1-D force balance along the midnight meridian in the equatorial plane. The computed P 1 is significantly lower than the values of Wing and Newell [1998] , which are basically constant from 20 to 40 R E . It has been discussed however [Wang and Lyons, 2001 ] that the profile of Wing and Newell [1998] is larger than other observations as well, and we believe that this might be due to the fact that Wing and Newell [1998] use T89 to map P from the ionosphere, since T89 has been found to be excessively stretched in the tail [Peredo et al., 1993; Rostoker and Skone, 1993] , and less reliable than T87 in predicting accurate B in the region from 10 to 20 R E . If this is the case, the P shown in [Wing and Newell , 1998 ] beyond 15 R E is in fact "translated" from closer distances. The findings of Lui et al. [1994] support this interpretation because their 1-D integration of the magnetic force in the T89R model (a modified T89 different from the original only very close to Earth) produced a P profile almost constant between 15 and 35 R E . However this result is not obtained when another model (derived from T87), is considered.
We now look at the dayside region, which has been much less analyzed before. Besides our calculation, we plot the average profile from AMPTE/CCE [Lui and Hamilton, 1992] , again defining P = (2P ⊥ + P )/3. As opposed to the situation on the night side, there is less consistency between the data and our obtained P 1 . The observed pressure on the day-side peaks at a higher value, and has a sharper gradient. The inconsistency could be explained by anisotropy, which is found to be rather large throughout the dayside region [Lui and Hamilton, 1992] .
Solution for P from the Poisson equation; ∇P vs. ∇ × G
In this section we present the 2-D solution for P from Eq. 15, which we denote by P 2 from here on. The purpose of the study is to obtain ∇P 2 and ∇×G, and to compare them, which would provide an indication of how well the T96 model supports a "quasi-static equilibrium" with an isotropic pressure. We have solved Eq. 15 numerically for the same quiet-time state as before using Dirichlet boundary conditions, and P 2 . We also present in subplot (a) of Fig. 6 the profile of P 2 along the Sun-Earth line, along with the previous profile P 1 obtained by integrating Eq. 12 along that line, as well as the empirical Spence-Kivelson profile. Next, with P 2 known, we computed ∇P 2 and ∇ × G = J × B − ∇P 2 as defined in Eq. 10. Obviously, before performing the calculation, one might suspect that due to the large discrepancy seen in subplot (a) of Fig. 6 between the computed P 2 and the SpenceKivelson formula (which as seen in Fig. 4 is quite similar to the P 1 profile), both ∇P 2 and ∇ × G will be found to be quite large and different from J × B. This is indeed the case, as seen in subplots (b) and (c) of Fig. 6 , where the values of ∇P 2 , ∇ × G and J × B are shown along the Sun-Earth line. It is seen that everywhere |J × B| is smaller than both |∇P 2 | and |∇×G|. The large values of |∇×G| suggest that the T96 model field does not support an equilibrium with isotropic P constant along the field line, not even in the plasma sheet region.
Effect of boundary conditions
It would appear that the particular dependence of P 2 obtained from Eq. 15 on ψ and α might be due to our choice of boundary conditions, i.e. P b = P b (r). However, there are several indications that point to the contrary, namely that the shape of the P distribution is due to the source term ∇ · (J × B). First, it is evident from Fig. 5 that the P = P (r) behavior is valid only very close to the inner and outer ψ boundaries, and that the 2-D P 2 distribution drastically changes away from boundaries. Furthermore, we present in Fig. 7 the result for P 2 obtained from Eq. 15 with a different boundary condition, P b = P b (ψ). The result is seen to be very similar to the previously obtained P 2 , except within 1 R E from the outer ψ boundary. We also present in Fig. 8 the profile on the Sun-Earth axis of P 2 obtained from Eq. 15 with a lower value of P 2 on the inner boundary at midnight, P 2 = 4.24 nPa, the same as P 1 there. For this case, at different α values, P 2 on the boundary was obtained by integrating ∂P/∂α from Eq. 11 on both the inner and outer ψ surfaces. We limit our presentation to Dirichlet boundary conditions. There is a physical rationale however for trying to impose Neumann conditions, as one might think that by choosing ∇P 2 ≈ J × B on one or both boundaries (i.e. ∇ × G ≈ 0 there), one could find a state in which ∇ × G would be minimal throughout the domain. However, the fact that no P exists such that ∇P = J × B also makes implementation of this approach impossible -the various ∂P/∂ψ values are not differentiable in α, and thus the problem is not well-posed physically. Besides, even if one tried to "smooth" ∂P/∂α, the problem with Neumann conditions on both boundaries would still not be well posed. This is due to the well-known fact [e.g., Hackbusch, 1992] that the problem with Neumann conditions on both boundaries is well-posed only if
where the integral over V represents the integral over the whole domain, while dS = n dS is the directed surface element on the boundaries.
Discussion
A significant dissimilarity is seen in the radial dependence along the Sun-Earth axis of P 1 obtained by direct integration of Eq. 12 vs. P 2 from the Poisson Figure 8 . Sun-Earth axis profile of P 2 (nPa) obtained from Eq. 15 with boundary conditions P inner = 4.24 nPa taken equal to P 1 at noon and midnight, with α behavior from integrating ∂P/∂α in Eq. 11 along the inner and outer ψ surfaces (solid lines); P 1 profile from 1-D integration also shown (dashed lines); equation, Eq. 15, as is depicted in Figure 4 , subplot (a) of Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 . It is evident that P 2 is significantly larger than P 1 at all radial distances, with the exception of the farthest end point, where the value from the Spence-Kivelson formula is imposed. Both profiles however show a monotonic decrease with ψ : ∂P/∂ψ < 0 (and so ∂P/∂r < 0, consistent with observations tail-ward of 3.5 R E [e.g., Lui et al., 1994] ). Nevertheless, P 2 exhibits lower ∂ 2 P /∂r 2 > 0, i.e. the change in ∇P 2 is much lower than both ∇P 1 and the observed ∇P . Thus P 2 obtained from Eq. 15 does not agree with findings [Spence et al., 1989; Lui et al., 1994] of a large change in ∇P in the "transition region" between the dipole-like and tail-like field configurations -indeed, the largest ∇P 2 consists in the significant drop near the outer boundary at 36 R E .
The most relevant comparison between P 2 and P 1 is in Fig. 8 , where we show P 2 obtained from Eq. 15 with Dirichlet boundary values taken equal to P 1 at noon and midnight, and by integrating ∂P/∂α along the inner and outer ψ surfaces at other local times. Mathematically, the difference between the P 2 and P 1 solutions is due to contributions from α and χ terms in the source term ∇·(J×B), as well as the constraint that P 2 be constant along the field line. The fundamental physical difference between the two methods is that while the Helmholtz decomposition "filters out" the non-zero curl of J × B, the 1-D method does not. The good correlation between the 1-D profile and observations indicate that the T96 model does a relatively good job in being almost force-balanced with observed pressure in 1-D along the midnight meridian, particularly in the plasma sheet. However, the model is far from being self-consistent in 3-D, as our decomposition of J × B into the curl-free ∇P 2 and the divergence-free ∇ × G results in unphysical values for ∇P 2 . The large values of P 2 make it debatable whether P 2 alone possesses a physical significance in terms of moments of the particle distribution function, and point to the possibility that J × B obtained from the empirical model might include unphysical contributions that cannot be expressed as the divergence of a pressure tensor ∇ · P.
Computation of Birkeland Currents
With the P 1 profile as obtained by direct integration along the tail axis consistent with observations, the use of T96 in 1-D on that axis should not present real problems. This is not the case however if one employs the model away from the Sun-Earth line in a 3-D magnetosphere. Such an application, namely the computation of Birkeland currents using Vasyliunas relation, Eq. 7, is presented in this section. While relatively frequently used in the community, Vasyliunas relation is valid under the underlying assumption of a 3-D force balance between J×B and ∇P . We use Vasyliunas relation, Eq. 7, where ∇P will be replaced by J × B from the T96 model, in order to ascertain to what degree the non self-consistency in the empirical model affects the accuracy of the result. As basis of comparison we compute J in T96 directly from Ampere's law as well:
The computation using Ampere's law should produce the currents built into T96, so it is useful at this point to recall their topology in that empirical model. The built-in region 1 currents have ionospheric footpoints between 68
• at midnight and 72
• at noon, have maxima on the dayside, and flow in the distant tail to the outer layers of the plasma sheet [Tsyganenko, 1993; Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996] . They are open inside the magnetosphere, closing outside of it in the dayside. The region 2 currents exhibit larger noonmidnight asymmetry, being centered at 61
• at midnight and 66
• at noon. They close inside the magnetosphere through the partial ring current, flowing in a large region from about 5 to 10 R E .
We perform the computation of J close to the equatorial plane, because we expect T96 to be closest to force balance in the plasma sheet. In Fig. 9 we (∇ × B) . It is purely of region 2 sense and it flows in a relatively large radial domain from 5 R E to 15 R E . Its largest values are seen to be about 0.06 nA/m 2 at around 10 PM and 2 AM local times, respectively. The relatively small values of J are due to the way the Birkeland currents are built into T96: at small Z in the night side, the region 2 currents flow almost parallel to the equatorial plane as they close via the partial ring current, and therefore their field-aligned component is quite small (see Fig. 6 in [Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996] for the topology of the region 2 Birkeland currents built into T96). In the second subplot of Fig. 9 we show J computed using Vasyliunas relation. The computed currents in the near-Earth nightside magnetosphere are still of region 2 sense, with a maximum of 0.07 nA/m 2 , and spatial location roughly the same as the Ampere-obtained currents. However, we also notice the appearance of region 1 sense currents farther in the tail between 25 and 30 R E . This feature is quite problematic because there are no region 1 currents in the picture obtained from Ampere's law -the region 1 currents built into T96 flow on surfaces outside of the plasma sheet, and therefore should not be encountered at Z = 1 R E . We also note the existence of region 1 sense currents on the dayside, very close to Earth. Since at those locations Lui and Hamilton [1992] found significant anisotropies, it can be argued that the force balance there is not complete without non-isotropic terms, and thus Eq. 7 is not valid there. Such an argument is harder to make in the tail at 25 to 30 R E because observations have shown P to be isotropic.
While not presented here due to space considerations, we have performed the above computations further along the field lines, and obtained larger and larger dissimilarities between J obtained by the two methods as we approached the ionosphere. Evidently, in the case of a 3-D force balance with isotropic P one would expect the current profiles obtained by the two methods to be the same. The fact that they are not and especially the appearance of spurious currents reinforces our earlier conclusion that T96 does not support such a force balance.
Recently, Wing and Newell [2000] have applied Vasyliunas relation to model the Birkeland currents in the plasma sheet during quiet times, using the T89 model, together with observed ionospheric P mapped to the plasma sheet using the same T89 [Wing and Newell , 1998 ]. Since our discussion is pertinent to exactly this type of application, in the following we present a few comments on the work of Wing and Newell [2000] . A first problematic issue in their approach is the mapping, since T89 has no built-in fieldaligned currents, and therefore, as Ding et al. [1994] state, all attempts at detailed mapping using a model which does not include the effects of the Birkeland currents should be viewed with a degree of skepticism. Secondly, the P profiles in conjunction with the B field used by Wing and Newell [2000] do not represent a self-consistent state. Also, again because T89 has no field-aligned currents, there is almost no geodesic curvature through most of the equatorial plane, as any "residual" field-aligned currents are negligible [Ding et al., 1994] ; Figure 1 in the paper by Wing and Newell [2000] also shows the magnetic tension mostly oriented Earthward. In these conditions, the contribution to J comes mainly from the second term in Eq. 8, which is quite large, as the azimuthal ∇P in their mapped pressure is itself large. However, such large azimuthal ∇P cannot be in force balance with the field of T89, as azimuthal changes in magnetic pressure would not be enough to maintain it, and a geodesic curvature is needed, which is only possible in the presence of self-consistent J . It can be pictured however that if the field of T89 is modified in order to rotate κ to balance ∇P , the product κ × ∇P in Eq. 7 will decrease, thus decreasing the (rather large) values for J obtained by Wing and Newell [2000] at
Another result obtained by Wing and Newell [2000] is that over 80% of the contribution to J comes from 0 < Z < 1 R E , implying that there are no significant "sources" (i.e. significant values for the RHS of Eq. 8) above Z = 1 R E . This result can be understood, because in their physical setting only the second term of Eq. 8 is significant. This term has large values in regions with large (non-geodesic) κ, i.e. very close to the equatorial plane, especially for the over-stretched T89. However, in a more realistic situation with selfconsistent J , the first term in Eq. 8 will also be significant. For example, Cheng [1995] showed that by integrating just this term for a 3-D computed equilibrium from the equatorial plane to the ionosphere, one obtains values for J consistent with observations (∼ 1 µA/m 2 ). Also, if J were to mainly originate within Z = 1 R E , then the current within a flux tube would have to stay almost constant as the tube goes from Z = 1 R E to the ionosphere. A realistic Birkeland current topology probably does not satisfy this requirement -for example, it is evident in the construction of the region 2 currents in T96 [Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996 ] that the "current tubes" do not coincide with the flux tubes.
A Possible Solution to the ForceImbalance Problem
We need to mention first one possible underlying reason of why the fields of an empirical model such as T96 are not in force balance with the pressure. There have been arguments [e.g., Wing and Newell , 2000] that because both field and P observations represent averaged configurations, they ought to nearly satisfy the force balance. However, one recognizes, as Stern [1994a] points out, that while B in an empirical model might represent the real field with a reasonably good correlation coefficient, first and higher order spatial derivatives of B are likely to be farther and farther from reality. That T96 indeed gives a rather good prediction of B is indicated for example by the test performed by Zhou et al. [1997] , who only found major discrepancies with observations close to the cusp region. However, it is well known [e.g., Stern, 1994a] that first and higher order derivatives of a function fitted by a least-squares approach are worse approximations of the derivatives of the original function. Thus, we expect J × B as obtained from the model to present a worse correlation against the actual force J×B, with ∇·(J×B) being an even more inadequate approximation of its corresponding actual quantity. The most obvious approach would be to build an empirical model that would fit currents instead of magnetic fields. Such a project is not practical in the near future however, due mainly to the lack of synoptic multi-point data.
There is an alternative approach however, namely the adjustment of the model field by computing a 3-D quasi-equilibrium in which force balance is satisfied throughout the domain. Such a study, limited to 15 R E , with P = P (ψ) and using simple boundary flux surface shapes, has been successfully performed in the past using the MAG-3D code [Cheng, 1995] . We have since refined the code to extend the equilibrium to about 25 R E and to use observation-based P from both DMSP [Wing and Newell , 1998 ] and GEOTAIL [e.g., Hori et al., 2000] , as well as boundary conditions from the T96 empirical model. Using observed pressure profiles to obtain the magnetic field and not vice-versa also makes physical sense in the plasma sheet, where high values of the plasma β indicate that indeed P determines the field, not the other way around. The details of our self-consistent computation will be presented in a future paper. The obtained 3-D configurations have already been used as a background configuration in order to compute field-line resonances [Cheng and Zaharia, 2002] , and should prove a useful tool for modelers in other areas where self consistency between magnetospheric fields and plasma is indispensable.
Summary and Conclusions
Empirical models have been enjoying widespread use in the space physics community, being employed in a wide array of applications, ranging from mapping along the field lines to modeling of Birkeland currents, field-line resonance and ballooning instabilities.
Knowledge of the magnetosphere however is not complete if only the average B is known. The plasma pressure is another crucial factor due to its fundamental effect, especially in high-β regions such as the plasma sheet, on the magnetospheric dynamics and the formation of transverse and field-aligned currents. Due to the very limited knowledge of P from in-situ observations, attention has focused to other means of obtaining P , one of them being computing a pressure distribution that would be in force balance with the magnetic stresses of an empirical field model.
In this paper we analyze the issue of force balance in the T96 model, with the goal of finding out how well the T96 field structure can support an equilibrium with isotropic P . To extract most physics from our treatment, we work in a flux coordinate system in which the empirical field is naturally given in terms of Euler potentials as B = ∇ψ ×∇α (the many benefits of the Euler representation are discussed in [e.g., Stern, 1994a] ).
The previously used method of obtaining a 2-dimensional P from an empirical model by simple quadratures is deficient because in an empirical model field configuration the problem is not well posed, as there is no mathematically well-defined P with ∇P = J ×B. We present a rigorous way of obtaining P in 2-D, by using the decomposition J×B = ∇P +∇×G by Helmholtz's theorem, followed by solving a resulting Poisson equation for P in the equatorial plane. The computation is more than 2-D: while P = P (ψ, α) is a function of ψ and α only, components due to the dependence of the operators ∇ and ∇ 2 on the third coordinate χ are taken into account as well. The Poisson equation is solved using various boundary conditions on the inner and outer ψ surfaces. Once P is known, ∇ × G is also found, and represents a better criterion for judging the departure of a magnetospheric state from equilibrium with isotropic P than previous "isotropy criteria" based on ∇ × (J × B) .
We also compute P on the Sun-Earth axis only by integrating ∇P = J × B (a well-posed problem in 1-D). This method has been used in the past for earlier models such as T87 and T89 [e.g., Spence et al., 1987; Kan et al., 1992] , however our present calculation is to our knowledge the first such study for T96.
Comparing P obtained via the two methods on the Sun-Earth line, we note that while P obtained from 1-D integration (called P 1 ) compares relatively well with observations, P from the Poisson equation (denoted by P 2 ) has significantly higher values throughout the domain. Our results suggest that the T96 model is not compatible with an isotropic pressure in the 3-D domain at any location, including the plasma sheet. The importance of this fact depends on the particular application to which the empirical model is employed, as for some applications its use could be more appropriate than for others. An application where force-balance is absolutely essential is the computation of the field-aligned currents. We perform this computation and we find that using the so-called Vasyliunas relation [Vasyliunas, 1970 [Vasyliunas, , 1984 with empirical model fields can lead to spurious currents. As an example we also provide comments on the work of Wing and Newell [2000] , who use B from the T89 model in conjunction with P observations to obtain J from Vasyliunas relation, but their implicit assumption that force balance is "nearly" satisfied in such a case is not likely to be valid, as we discuss.
We also discuss a possible reason for the lack of force balance in empirical models, which lies in the method by which these models are built, which is by fitting the field from a framework of postulated currents to observed B data. This approach, while providing B values that correlate well with observations, could yield less than satisfactory values for key physical quantities computed from the model by differentiation of the field, such as the electric currents.
Finally, we describe a possible solution to the issue of force imbalance in empirical models, namely the "adjustment" of the model field by computing a 3-D field that satisfies force balance with a pressure gradient, by using boundary conditions from the empirical model and observation-based P profiles. Such a study, using a refined version of the MAG-3D code [Cheng, 1995] with boundary conditions from T96 and pressure from both ionospheric (DMSP) and plasma sheet (GEOTAIL) observations, will be presented in a future paper.
